Technology Rotation is designed to help customers succeed by gaining a strategic advantage to enable digital transformation.

Your entire IT environment can see tangible ROI benefits with Technology Rotation.

End-of-life benefits extended to sustainable recycling of the technology, or an option to repurpose equipment. Find out more at DellTechnologies.com/PaymentSolutions.

Your Technology Rotation Lifecycle:

**PHASE 1: Acquisition**
- Two 3-year renewable leases on storage systems over 6 years
- Keep hardware for 6 years
- Keep hardware for 6 years
- Refurbish hardware at the start of the cycle
- Remarket hardware after use
- Save 28% over buying one system and keeping it for 6 years

**PHASE 2: Operation**
- Regularly refresh assets throughout the technology lifecycle
- Refurbish, gain a second life by refurbished, gaining 95% of systems are being resold.
- Recycle hardware in a secure, environmentally conscious manner.
- EPA in USA, WEEE guidelines such as the European Union's waste electrical and electronic equipment directive (WEEE), or local equivalent guidelines.
- End-of-life options extended to sustainable recycling of the technology, or an option to repurpose equipment.
- Save 33% over buying one system and keeping it for 6 years
- Save 26% over buying one system and keeping it for 6 years

When you choose a technology rotation strategy to manage your IT solutions, you are contributing to the circular economy because:

...Secure asset and data disposal
...Reduced cost over lifetime use on maintenance and upgrade costs with shorter refresh cycles
...Enhanced security protection during the period of operation and time of decommission
...Current-state technology for higher productivity
...New, latest state technology.
...Flexible and clear end-of-term options
...Time with transparent pricing, Terms & Conditions
...Time with rapid technology adoption
...Single source provision
...Available cash

Efficiencies and effectiveness:

- 80% of businesses are facing strained infrastructures to digital transformation.
- 75% of businesses are facing strained infrastructures to digital transformation.
- 70% of businesses are facing strained infrastructures to digital transformation.
- 65% of businesses are facing strained infrastructures to digital transformation.
- 60% of businesses are facing strained infrastructures to digital transformation.
- 55% of businesses are facing strained infrastructures to digital transformation.
- 50% of businesses are facing strained infrastructures to digital transformation.
- 45% of businesses are facing strained infrastructures to digital transformation.
- 40% of businesses are facing strained infrastructures to digital transformation.
- 35% of businesses are facing strained infrastructures to digital transformation.
- 30% of businesses are facing strained infrastructures to digital transformation.
- 25% of businesses are facing strained infrastructures to digital transformation.
- 20% of businesses are facing strained infrastructures to digital transformation.
- 15% of businesses are facing strained infrastructures to digital transformation.
- 10% of businesses are facing strained infrastructures to digital transformation.
- 5% of businesses are facing strained infrastructures to digital transformation.

Technology Rotation is designed to help customers succeed by gaining a strategic advantage to enable digital transformation.

Learn more at DellTechnologies.com/PaymentSolutions.